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2. List of key-words and abbreviations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A1- Project site: Barayo
A2 – Project site: Verdicio
A3 – Project site: Vega
ARANZADI: Sociedad de Ciencias Aranzadi
C1 – Project site: Liencres
C2 - Project site: Somo
C3 - Project site: Berria / Helgueras
DFG-GFA: Diputación Foral de Gipuzkoa
DMGCANT: Dirección General de Medio Natural del Gobierno de Cantabria
DGSCM: Dirección General de Sostenibilidad de la Costa y del Mar
ECORAL: Ecología Litoral S.L
ENCE: Spanish Enterprise (Energy and Cellulose)
G1 - Project site: Santiago
G2 - Project site: Zarauz
GCS: General Steering Committee
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•
•
•
•
•
•

GIS: Geographic information system
PM: Project manager
TL: Technical leader
UNIOVI: Universidad de Oviedo
V1 - Project site: La Arena
V2 - Project site: Laida-Laga

3. Executive summary
3.1 General progress
LIFE+ ARCOS project aims to ameliorate the conservation status of the threatened
Cantabrian Coastal sand dunes by the restoration of 10 areas included in selected Natura
2000 sites in order to achieve an optimum conservation status. The LIFE+ARCOS
consortium is formed by the following beneficiaries:
•

Universidad de Oviedo (UNIOVI) – Coordinating beneficiary

•

Sociedad de Ciencias Aranzadi (ARANZADI) – Associated beneficiary

•

Dirección General de Medio Natural del Gobierno de Cantabria (DMGCANT) –
Associated beneficiary

•

Diputación Foral de Gipuzkoa (DFG-GFA) – Associated beneficiary

•

Ecología Litoral S.L (ECORAL) – Associated beneficiary

•

Dirección General de Sostenibilidad de la Costa y del Mar (DGSCM) – Associated
beneficiary

Regarding the redaction of this progress report, in the following paragraphs the contents
of the main chapters are briefly described:
Chapter 4 (Administrative Part), deals with the management stuff. In particular it is
described project's management structure, the organization of the project and reports and
deliverables provided.
Chapter 5 (Technical part) details the evolution of the main tasks of the project. By June
2016, all the preparatory actions have been successfully developed (except the final
layouts of the Action Plans for A1-Barayo, G2-Somo, V1-La Arena, V2-Laida and G1Santiago, wich are not included in this progress report and will be submitted in the
midterm report). In summary, seeds for producing plants to be used in the conservation
actions (A.1) were collected and germination and culture protocols have been tested (A.2).
As well, results from dune dynamic studies (A.3) have been incorporated into the action
plans. Conservation actions have been initiated in nine of the ten selected sites including
elimination of alien invasive plant species (Action-C.2), installation of fences (ActionC.3) and sand traps (Action-C.4), and plantation of structural (Action-C.5) and non
structural plants (Action-C.6).
In this chapter, also a summarized description of the dissemination actions has been done.
It has to be also pointed out the great results obtained with the networking and knowledge
exchange activities.
In chapter 6 (Financial Report) it is explained the mandatory sections about costs incurred.
Currently, there have been no substantial changes with respect to the requirements stated
in article 15.2 of the Common Provisions.
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Finally, in chapter 7 a brief description of annexes is included.
3.2 Assessment as to whether the project objectives and work plan are still viable.
On the whole, the initial objectives of the project are intact, and the proposed work plan is
being accomplished without notable deviations, therefore the project is showing its viability
although slight modifications have been done. In addition, it has been considered that the
initial budget is not going to suffer any important modification in the near future, just
uncomplicated non-significant adjusts

3.3 Problems encountered.
No important problems or conflicts have been detected, and thus the accomplishment level
according to the initial programme is high. In this sense, minor problems described in some
technical points of the chapter 5 and 6 of this report and in the previous report have been
solved.

4. Administrative part
4.1 Description of project management
The collaboration and communication among the beneficiaries have been fluid and
appropriate since the start of the project. The coordinating tools used have been mainly an
email list, and frequent meetings.
During the reported period (31/03/2015 to 30/06/2016) several meetings among
beneficiaries have been held in order to organize and coordinate the technical work,
financial issues, communication strategies, reports and deliverables. It is noteworthy that
the most of them were internal technical meetings among UNIOVI members to organize,
and solve the different technical issues and field works about the different methodologies
applied in each dune system. On the other hand, the annual project meeting was held
24/11/2015 (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Annual project meeting

Additionally, the coordinating beneficiary is often in contact with the LIFE external
monitoring team through telephone or email. A progress meeting is held annually, the last
one took place on 1 and 2 of June 2016 (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Monitoring project visit (1 – 2 June, Cantabria)

The project kick-off took place at the beginning of July 2014 once signed the Grant
Agreement. The inception report covered project activities from 01 July 2014 to 31 March
2015. Although the mid-term report should have been submitted in September 2016,
covering the period between the beginning of the project 2014 and June 2016, because the
condition of at least 150% of the first pre-financing payment has not been consumed (as a
percentage of costs incurred), the beneficiaries have decided to submit the progress report.
This document summarizes the evolution of the project since March 2015 to June 2016.
With respect to the partnership agreement has been developed taking into account the
LIFE+ 2014 Guidelines to Partnership Agreements and Common Provisions LIFE+ 2013,
revised and confirmed by all beneficiaries. The partnership agreement has been signed by
all beneficiaries on February and March 2015 and was attached as annex in the inception
report. Neither significant change has been realised with respect to first version.
4.2 Changes in project management structure
Since the beginning of LIFE+ARCOS, the Project Leader (Tomás E. Díaz González,
UNIOVI) and technical Project Manager (Álvaro Bueno, UNIOVI) have been in regular
contact with the other associated beneficiaries (ARANZADI, DMGCANT, DFG-GFA,
ECORAL and DGSCM), mainly through GSC (General Steering Committee) and
management and technical meetings. During this part of the project development, the
Project leader and the project Manager has counted with the narrow collaboration of the
management technician (José Ignacio Alonso Felpete, botany expert).
Only the changes in the management structure of DGSCM should be mentioned. The
person appointed in Basque Country has changed his position and this has not been
covered so far because of problems in the central government (provisional government).
His fellows develop his tasks in the project until someone is appointed to the post.
By the other hand, It should be mentioned the project manager of ECORAL has changed
his legal status according to Spanish laws (see annex 7.1.7). This fact has been explained
to the external monitoring expert during the last project visit (1-2 June, 2016). Currently
this question remains unsolved. As a precaution it is suggested his registered hours are not
charged to the project.
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4.3 Organigramme of the Project Team and the Project Management Structure
LIFE+ ARCOS management Structure is organized as follows (see Figure 3 and Annex
7.1.4 for detailed information):

Figure 3. LIFE+ARCOS Organigramme

4.4 Reports delivered since the start of the project
From the start of the project the following EC reports have been submitted:
- Inception report (30-03-2015)
Also, the following deliverables (see Table 1) are attached together with this activity
report:
Table 1. List of deliverables
N
1
2

Deliverables (title)
2014-2015 Germplasm collection report
Culture protocols for endangered and threatened plant
species of Atlantic coastal dunes

Action
A.1

Deadline
30-06-2016

Status
Finished

A.2

30-06-2016

Finished

3

Characterization of dune dynamics in selected SCIs of
the Cantabrian Coast

A.3

31-03-2016

Finished

4

Technical restoration project for sites A1-Barayo, A2Verdicio and A3-Playa de Vega

A.4

31-03-2016

Finished

5

Technical restoration project for sites C1-Liencres, C2Somo and C3-Berria-Helgueras

A.4

31-03-2016

Partially finished.
The final
documents will be
submitted with the
mid – term report

6

Technical restoration project for sites V1-Arena, V-2
Laida, G1-Santiago and G2-Zarautz

A.4

31-03-2016

Partially finished

7

Contingency Plan for project sites

A.4

31-03-2016

Ongoing. The
report will be
submitted with the
mid-term report

The rest of the Action Plans included in the A.4 action as deliverables, will be submitted
with the intermediate report (31/01/2017). See action A.4 on chapter 5 for an explanation
of this delay.
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The rest of foreseen deliverables will be submitted together with the final report
(31/03/2019).
4.5 Possible extension of project duration
Taking into account the foreseen objectives and expected results in the project, as well as
the current progress, it is not necessary the extension of the project duration.

5. Technical
5.1 Actions
In the subsequent pages it is described the advances corresponding to every action of the
project between April 2015 and June 2016 (included) and brief references to the previous
work since the start of the project (July 2014).
5.1.1. Action A.1. Preparatory actions for locating and collecting dune species
germplasm in selected SCIs of Natura 2000 network.
Action status: Finished.
Tasks developed:
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Legal permits for collecting seeds of endangered and catalogued species were
obtained in time and had covered all the duration of the action. Despite the action
has finished, as formerly mentioned, permits will allow the collection of new seeds
if necessary, as their period of validity is extended to all the of the project
duration.
Seed collecting campaigns had continued on summer-autumn 2015-2016 by
UNIOVI and ARANZADI teams.
Seeds of endangered species Chamaesyce peplis and Alyssum loisseleuri, not
collected in 2014 (as mentioned in the progress report), were finally collected.
Seeds of structural and non-structural (including rare and threatened species) were
collected in all sites, processed (cleaned, dried and conserved in active seed banks)
and information was recorded in a public database (Babilonia).
Germination essays were carried out by UNIOVI and ARANZADI in the Atlantic
Botanic Garden and the Banco de Germoplasma de la Diputación de Gipuzkoa,
respectively.
Morphometric characterization of seeds (scanning of seed lots and image post
processing) was done by the UNIOVI team.
A final report has been done with all the information achieved. This report has
been included as a deliverable.

Problems and progress: Nothing of note.
Time schedule and deliverables: Finished, the deliverable titled “Informe de recolectas
de germoplasma 2014-2015” has been incorporated as Annex 7.2.1
5.1.2. Action A.2. Definition and development of culture protocols of relevant
plants for dune ecosystem restoration in the Atlantic Biogeographic Region.
Action status: Finished.
Tasks developed:
•

Culture experiments on dune species were carried out under different conditions in
the Atlantic Botanic Garden (UNIOVI) and Fraisoro nursery (ARANZADI).
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•
•

The variables used to control the success of germination were: pot size (two types)
and mixed substratum (sand+turf+vermiculite at different proportions).
Survival seedlings / plants were finally moved to the nursery owned by DGSCM
in order to evaluate survival on natural conditions and hence planted in the Somo
dune.

Problems and progress: Nothing of note
Time schedule and deliverables: Finished, the deliverable titled “Informe de
protocolos de cultivo de plantas dunares” has been incorporated as Annex 7.2.2
5.1.3. Action A.3. Draw up a historic and present diagnosis on the dynamics of
the selected dune systems in order to best guide the proposed restoration
actions.
Action status: Finished.
Tasks developed:
Compilation and analysis tasks
•
•
•
•

Literature compilation and review.
Compilation and analysis of marine and fluvial datasets for identification
of relevant storm and flood episodes.
Compilation of a set of aerial photographs covering the period form 1945
to 2014 (setting up a minimum of 4 series for every site)
Compilation and processing of several high resolution DTMs from data
obtained by means of LIDAR technology. Datasets were generated by
UNIOVI or obtained from external sources.

Mapping tasks
•
•

Georeferencing of aerial photographs from 1956/57 flights for every
targeted site.
GIS processing of the following selected images: 1956-57, 2007 and 2011
and mapping of geomorphological changes in the front dune, in order to
establish underlying trends on dune dynamics.

Field working tasks
•
•
•

Analysis of front the front dune lines at present time (by GPS tracking)
and in situ study of geomorphologic parameters.
Collection of sediment samples for analysis trough distinct transect on the
10 selected sites.
Analysis of sand accretion in the embryonic dunes by the installation of 12
gridded sticks and measurement of sand height at every point. This
analysis was performed in A1, A2 and A3.

Problems and progress: Nothing of note
Time schedule and deliverables: Finished, the deliverables are included in the
annexes 7.2.3, 7.2.3.1, 7.2.3.2, 7.2.3.3 and 7.2.3.4
5.1.4. Action A.4. Definition of Action Plans for the conservation and restoration
of selected Natura 2000 sites.
Action status: On going.
Tasks developed:
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•

•

•
•

In order to establish a common methodology and define the same contents for
all the foreseen action plans, UNIOVI designed a table of contents that was
approved by all parties.
This table of contents was used as a base for creating 10 distinct templates (one
by site) using the free Google Docs technology. This working methodology
allows all partners access to drafts, make comments and ease the internal
discussion of final action plans.
Information derived from action A.3 was included in the action plans.
Action plans were finally formatted by UNIOVI including maps and images.

Problems and progress: Action Plans for V2-Laida-Laga site has been delayed due to
the absence of personnel in the Regional demarcation of DGSCM within this province
(see point 4.2). Other action plans like G1 and V1 are still in progress due to the
absence of enough information provided by DFG-GFA and ECORAL. The action
plans have been written in Spanish language to ease their lecture by regional and local
authorities, as well as the rest of stakeholders. An English summary of all action plans
will be submitted in the mid-term report.
Time schedule and deliverables: Action plans will be finished at the end of 2016.
Deliverables included in Annexes 7.2.4 to 7.2.12
5.1.5. Action C.1. Reduction of Pinus presence on dune habitats in order to
dismiss the negative effect of tree plantations on dune natural dynamics
Action status: Ongoing
Tasks developed: Meetings with regional and local authorities were taken in order to
define the extent of the action. The regional demarcation of DGSCM has supplied to
the UNIOVI team an unpublished report, dated on 1998, where a similar action is
reported.
Problems and progress: this action will be deployed in two selected sites (A1-Barayo
and G1-Santiago). Delays in the first of the two sites mentioned have been produced
due to the efforts initiated to expand the action to all the entire forested area in Barayo.
The technical project manager has initiated conversations with the local council
authorities and the manager of the enterprise ENCE1 in order to expand the
elimination of the 250 pine trees to the area extent. In accordance with the objectives
of the project, the execution of this action in all the area occupied by the prioritized
habitat 2130* (grey dunes) will bring more benefits to the dune conservation. The
associated beneficiary ECORAL will use the foreseen funds to deploy this task, as it
was included in the proposal. Moreover ENCE would participate, at no cost for the
project, removing the pines not eliminated with the project’s funds.
The action has been delayed in site G1-Santiago due to the late detection of
micorrhizal fungi of interest for conservation. The action will be deployed in fallwinter 2016, once the social pressure has decreased and measures for the conservation
of fungi of interest have been taken.
Time schedule and deliverables: This action will finish early 2017
5.1.6. Action C.2. Elimination of exotic invasive plant species
Action status: In progress
1

https://www.ence.es/index.php/en/
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Tasks developed: Alien invasive plant species have been removed in sites A2, A3, C1,
C2, C3, V1, G1 and G2. In Cantabria and Gipuzkoa sites the associated beneficiaries
DMGCANT and DFG-GFA developed this action as part of the elimination
programme deployed by both authorities. The action has also been benefited by
distinct actions (in A2, C1 and C3) with volunteers that contributed to the
conservation objectives and to disseminate of the project. ECORAL has developed
this action in A2, A3, C2 and V1. In order to analyse the effects of non chemical
treatments for eliminating Spartina patens (=Spartina versicolor) from sites A1 and
A2, two essays have been initiated in both sites consisting in covering small patches
where Spartina is present (5 x 5 m) with black plastic layers. This method increases
the temperature under the covered surface resulting in the die of the plants under the
plastic. After the summer period, results will be discussed and decisions will be taken
in autumn 2016.
Problems and progress: As a direct consequence, at present time, the sites were the
action has been developed show an important decrease in the number of alien invasive
species like Oenothera glazioviana, Carpobrotus edulis, Carpobrotus acinaciformis,
Arundo donax, Tropaeolum majus, Cortaderia selloana, etc. Special efforts have been
done in order to eradicate Carpobrotus from C1, C2 and C3. In C2 an important
amount of Oenothera glazioviana was eliminated. In V1 the most important invasive
species removed were Arundo donax and Carpobrotus spp. In all the sites, when
necessary, chemicals have been applied directly on the plant surface (i.e. Pittosporum
tobira, Cortaderia selloana and Yucca spp.) in order to avoid damages in the
surrounding plants.
Time schedule and deliverables: This action will continue during 2017 and 2018 in the
10 selected sites, in order to ensure that invasive plants are successfully removed from
the dunes.
5.1.7. Action C.3. Restoration of dune dynamics by the installation of sand
fences
Action status: In progress
Tasks developed:
•
•

•

Sand fences have been completely installed in sites C1, C2, C3, V1, G1 and
G2.
In C1 and C3 sand fences were installed by the DMGCANT. In C2 and V1
ECORAL was in charge of this action. In G1 and G2 the action was carried out
by DFG-GFA.
A it was included in the proposal, all the sand fences used were made with
willow made were used with positive results, meaning that new sand has been
incorporated into the dune system.

Problems and progress: The installation of sand fences in V1 and C2 has resulted in a
great accumulation of sand in those sites. The absence of enough structural plants for
all the sites has delayed the installation of sand fences in other sites, where action C.5
should be carried out at the same time.
New sand fences should be installed in G2 in autumn 2016 as they have been partially
destroyed by 2015 sea storms.
At the time of writing this progress report, the action has been initiated but not
finished in A3-Playa de Vega and A2-Verdicio. The action plan for the site A3 has
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been exposed to the local neighbours living in La Vega, in order to get the most social
support as possible.
Time schedule and deliverables: This action will finish early 2017
5.1.8. Action C.4. Protection measures for delimitation of dune areas under
restoration
Action status: In progress
Tasks developed:
•
•

•
•
•

Protection fences have been completely installed in sites C1, C2, C3, V1, G1
and G2.
In C1 and C3 rope fences and plastic mesh fences were used to delimitate the
plantation / restoration areas and to mark new access points to the beach (such
avoiding trampling effect on the dune system).
In C2 plastic mesh fences were used in all the action area. These fences have
been damaged by vandalism acts and restored when possible.
In G1 and G2 rope and wood fences were used in all the cases.
Small signals were also installed on the wood posts with information purposes.
Such signals give information to tourists about the actions to be deployed
within the fenced area (i.e. plantation of dune species). These signals also warn
visitors about not to step into the fenced area.

Problems and progress: In G1 the installation of rope fences was carried out in a small
area by DFG-GFA. Beyond the ARCOS project, thus not funded within this action,
the DGSCM has deployed a similar action in this site, fencing with rope and wood
posts, some paths that guide visitors to the beach and surrounding areas in order to
avoid the step of dune surface.
Time schedule and deliverables: Fencing in Asturias’ A2 and A3 had started at the
time of writing this report, but not finished. The action in A1 will be carried out after
the action C.1 take place in Barayo, because the installation of fences will difficult the
free movement of trucks in this area at the time of transporting pine rests. As a
consequence, installation of fences in A1 will be scheduled in winter 2016-2017.
5.1.9. Action C.5. Population reinforcement of structural plant species
Action status: In progress
Tasks developed:
•
•
•
•

The action has been carried out in C1, C2, C3, V1, G1 and G2.
In G1 and G2 a small number of plants of marram grass (Ammophila arenaria)
were planted after the installation of fences.
In V1 the plantation of marram grass has covered all the action area with very
good results.
In C1, C2 and C3 plantation of marram and coach grasses was made. Obtained
results are very optimistic about the survival of plants.

Problems and progress: Due to the absence of national government, delays on the
biding process for the management of the nursery of dune plants owned by the
associated beneficiary DGSCM, has resulted in a delay of about nine months in the
cycle of plant production. The ARCOS coordinating team at UNIOVI sent letters to
the Ministry of Environmental affairs, warning on the consequences of a block or
excessive delay in the biding process, in the overall ARCOS foreseen objectives.
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Sending this letters resulted in the release of the contract award in spring 2016. At
present time the production cycle of structural plants has re-started. This fact ensures
that about 500.000 structural plants will be available for the ARCOS project for the
period 2017-2018.
Time schedule and deliverables: The action will continue in the rest of the sites in
2017 and 2018.
5.1.10. Action C.6. Population reinforcement / reintroduction of rare, threatened
and protected species of dune habitats
Action status: In progress
Tasks developed: Non structural plants have been introduced in C1, C2, C3, V1 and
G2.
Problems and progress: More rare, threatened and protected species need to be
produced in the nursery owned by DGSCM. Seeds collected in action A1 will be used
by the personnel in charge of plant production. Non threatened nor structural species
(Callystegia soldanella, Carex arenaria, Eryngium maritimum, etc.) will be
introduced in a first stage. After that, once the regional authorities in Asturias approve
the reintroduction of endangered species (included in the Regional Catalogue of
Threatened Species) they will be planted. It should be noted that Regional authorities
have remarked in their permits that prior to any reintroduction action in A1, A2 and
A3, a small report informing about the origin of the plants and exact location of
reintroduction should be sent and approved.
Time schedule and deliverables: This action will continue in the rest of the sites in
2017 and 2018.
5.1.11. Action D.1. Use of the available quality indexes to describe the current
impact of the performed actions
Action status: not initiated.
5.1.12. Action D.2. Monitoring the impact of the project on habitats, species and
socioeconomic environment
Action status: not initiated.
5.1.13. Action E.1. Development of Communication Plan
Action status: On going.
Beneficiary responsible: UNIOVI but all beneficiaries are implied in this action
1. LIFE+ notice boards
Sub-action status: On going.
Tasks developed: During this year (2016), nine site-specific information boards were
designed, printed and installed to provide clear information about the project to wide
audience, their content were focused on the main actions which are being developed
by that time in each dune including the problems characteristic of each one. The notice
board that have already been installed are the following:
•
•
•
•

Barayo –Asturias
Vega – Asturias
Verdicio – Asturias (boards in Tenrero and Carriciega beaches)
Somo – Cantabria
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•
•
•
•
•

Liencres – Cantabria (see Figure 4)
Berria-Helgueras – Cantabria (boards in Berria and Helgueras beaches)
La Arena – Bizkaia
Santiago – Gipuzkoa
Zarautz – Gipuzkoa

Figure 4. LIFE+ ARCOS notice boards in Liencres

Problems and progress: It is pending to install the notice boards in Laida-Laga beaches
(Bizkaia). The expected impacts are high because these dune systems are located in
beaches very visited during the summer. Nowadays these results are being assessed.
This action complements other divulgation actions such as E.3 and E.4.
2. Layman´s report
Sub-action status: Not initiated
3. Project web site
Sub-action status: On going.
Tasks developed The project website (www.arcoslife.eu) was launched in March
2015. The design was carried out by external entity, although for the development of
the format and contents of the webpage have been supported by UNIOVI staff
members and other partners taking into account the previous, new and detailed
information about the study sites, the species in dangerous, the measures to be applied,
and other contents regarding the project. The project website is available in Spanish
and English languages.
Problems and progress: The launch of web site suffered a small delay regarding the
requirements of Common Provisions LIFE+13 without important consequences.
Webpage has been updated according to the project implementation with the progress
information results and outcomes, news, tweeds, photos, videos, events, networking
activities, etc.
The results of counter web for the Home page (March 2015-July 2016) are the
following:
•
•

Home page visits: 2412
Total visits on distinct pages: 10460
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To increase the visibility of the project and to reach as many people as possible,
LIFE+ ARCOS uses social networks specifically twitter and Facebook.
Time schedule and deliverables: Considering the timetable of the project, these subactions are achieving the objectives although additional efforts will be required.
5.1.14. ActionE.2. Information Activities to the general public and stakeholders
Action status: On going.
Beneficiary responsible: UNIOVI but all beneficiaries are implied in this action
Tasks developed:
E.2.1. Development and design of project leaflets, posters, papers, guidelines, etc.

It has designed different dissemination material specifically t-shirts and folders
(including in the annexes) which have been distributed in different events such as the
volunteering days (these events are explained in more details in the action E.3).
E.2.2. Best practice guidelines divulgation through networking and EU platforms
and Participation in EU events for knowledge exchange regarding project thematic.
Taking into account the description of this action, LIFE+ ARCOS Team have attended the
following events during 2015 and 2016:
o Congress “El fascinante mundo de las plantas: punto de encuentro entre
ambientologos, biologos y forestales y II jornadas de prácticas de gestión de la
flora – León (Spain), 20 to 21 May 2015. Organized by the University of León.
o XII Spanish conference of engineering of coasts and ports – Aviles, Asturias, 24
and 25 June 2015. Different administrative authorities and companies with
expertise in this sector will attend this conference.
o IX Seminario Internacional sobre Gestión y Conservación de la Biodiversidad “La
Geobotánica aplicada a la gestión de Espacios Naturales” – Riaño, León (Spain),
20 to 25 July 2015. Organized by the University of León and Institute of mountain
livestock (CSIC). HGSC, T.E. Díaz, will present the lecture titled: “Management
and conservation of dune ecosystems in the Cantabrian coast: LIFE+ARCOS
project. The importance of geobotanical studies on dune habitats” (Gestión y
conservación de los ecosistemas dunares del Cantábrico: Proyecto LIFE-ARCOS.
Importancia de los estudios geobotánicos en estos hábitats).
o VII Congreso de biología de la Conservación de las plantas – Vitoria (Spain), 30
September to 2 October 2015
o “Atelier EUCC-France baie de Txingudi” Hendaye (France), 8 to 9 March

2016

o XIV Congreso de la Asociación Ibero-Macaronésica de Jardines Botánicos –
Fuerteventura (Spain) 5 to 8 April 2016
o LIFE platform meeting on restoration of sand dune habitats, Zandvoort, (the
Netherlands) 15 to 17 June 2016

It´s worth mentioning that information meetings to present the LIFE+ ARCOS
objectives and expected results have been celebrated during summer 2015 with
personnel of town halls where the dune systems are located.
Problems and progress: No problems or significant delays have occurred in this action.
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Time schedule and deliverables: Considering the initial timetable of the project, this
action is achieving the proposed objectives and expected results.
5.1.15. Action E.3. Organisation and celebration of courses and meetings on dune
restoration techniques
Action status: Ongoing
Beneficiary responsible: Uniovi. DGSCM, DGMCNCANT and DFG-GFA also
collaborate in this action.
Tasks developed:
During February 2015 several workshops have been organized to inform about the
problems associated conservation of coastal dune habitats and to explain the
restoration techniques using in the project. These workshops are the following:
o Workshop about culture protocols of dune plants (3rd February of 2015 –
Atlantic Botanic Garden of Gijón)
o Decanal changes on (Irish) Atlantic Dunes (19th February of 2015 – Campus
of Mieres – University of Oviedo)
o Best practice in dune restoration approaches (20th February of 2015 –
Consejería de Ganadería, Pesca y desarrollo rural del Gobierno de Cantanbria,
Santander)
o Talk entitled “Conservando las dunas cantábricas, el sistema dunar de la Playa
de Berria, PROYECTO ARCOSLIFE” (19th May of 2016 - Consejería de
Ganadería, Pesca y desarrollo rural del Gobierno de Cantanbria, Santander).
All workshops and talks were free and opened to the public.
Problems and progress: It´s worth mentioning that it is been organising a technical
workshop together Coastal & Marine Union-EUCC which will celebrate the next year.
This organisation is a stakeholder and network association with members in 40
countries. This was founded in 1989 with the aim of promoting a European approach
to coastal conservation by bridging the gap between scientists, environmentalists, site
managers, planners and policy makers. Since then it has grown into the largest
network of coastal and marine practitioners and experts in Europe and neighbouring
areas.
This workshop will be shown the restoration techniques developed in LIFE+ ARCOS
carried out in Liencres and Somo Beach.
Time schedule and deliverables: This action will reach the proposed objectives and
expected results according to the project scheduling.
5.1.16. Action E.4. LIFE+ ARCOS public awareness and dissemination of project
results
Action status: Ongoing
Beneficiary responsible: UNIOVI
Tasks developed:
E.4.1. Communication of project objectives and results by press events (online).
Several articles in relation to the launch of the project and the objectives and expected
results have been published in different Spanish media (newspaper, radio and TV).
(see figure 5)
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Figure 5. Article in regional press

E.4.2. Organization and celebration of restoration workshops in situ with
voluntary groups
During 2015 and 2016 it will be celebrating the following events related to
volunteering:
In Asturias (organised by UNIOVI):
•

Natura 2000 Day was celebrated in Verdicio Beach and (21th May 2016). This
volunteering day consisted to eliminate invasive plants such as Carpobrotus
edulis. This was announced by Facebook, twitter and website. It´s worth
mentioning that almost 50 persons took part in this activity. The event can be
considered a success (see figure 6)
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Figure 6. Natura 2000 Day celebrated in Verdicio.

In Cantabria, LIFE+ ARCOS took part in the following events (organised by
DGMCNCANT):
•

11th of September, Berria Dunes (Santoña): Elimination of invasive species
and waste cleaning with collaboration of NACAR project (nature and prison)

•

19th of September, Liencres Dune: Elimination of Arctotheca calendula

•

10 and 12th of May, Berria Dunes (Santoña): activity aims the awareness to
pupils

•

12th of May, Berria Dunes (Santoña): elimination of Arctotheca calendula and
waste cleaning -collaboration with the project NACAR (Nature and Prison)

•

20th of May, Berria Dunes (Santoña): elimination of invasive plants in
collaboration with disability organisations ( AMICA, SERCA and AMPROS)

Problems and progress: It is foreseen to organize different volunteering events during
2017. No problems or significant delays have occurred in this action.
Time schedule and deliverables: Although it is not easy to measure the effectiveness
of this kind of tasks, this action should reach the proposed objectives and expected
results according to the project timetable.
5.1.17. Action F.1. Administrative Management and Definition of the action plan
Action status: Ongoing
Tasks developed: The Project Manager from UNIOVI with the General Steering
Committee (GCS) has supervised the suitable development of whole project solving
the technical and financial matters.
Problems and progress: The main management problem is related to the deadline of
the mid-term report. This document should have been submitted this month but
because at least 150% of the first pre-financing payment has not been consumed, this
report will be sent at the end of January 2017.
Time schedule and deliverables: The objectives of this action will be accomplished
according to the timetable.
5.1.18. Action F.2. Technical Project Management and Monitoring
Action status: Ongoing
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Tasks developed: The Project Manager and the Technical Leaders have supervised the
suitable development of actions and technical tasks according to the original schedule
plan, solving the technical matters and analysing the results of each actions to achieve
the foreseen objectives and expected results.
Problems and progress: The technical management problems have been explained in
the aforementioned action description (see action A, B or C). Beneficiaries will
explain in detail whole technical work in the Mid-Term Report.
Time schedule and deliverables: Considering the initial timetable of the project, this
action will be developed in time and will meet objectives.
5.1.19. Action F.3. Quality control of the project progress
Action status: Ongoing
Tasks developed: In relation with the actions F.1 and F.2, UNIOVI as Coordinating
Beneficiary together the other beneficiaries have supervised the quality of project
development, as well technical as administrative.
Problems and progress: There are no significant problems or delays. In the Annex
7.1.3 as it is required in the EC letter received on March 2016, the methodology used
to quality control of the project is explained.
Time schedule and deliverables: Considering the initial timetable of the project, this
action will be developed in time and will meet objectives.
5.1.20. Action F.4. Net-working and knowledge exchange
Action status: Ongoing
Tasks developed: this action is in relation to action E.2.2 “Best Practice Guidelines
through networking and national EU platforms and Participation in EU events for
knowledge exchange”. For more details see action E.2.2.
Problems and progress: It has to be pointed out the great results obtained in relation to
the networking and knowledge exchange activities carried out in LIFE platform
meeting on restoration of sand dune habitats celebrated on June 2016 in Zandvoort,
the Netherlands.
By the other hand, it’s worth mentioning a technical workshop together Coastal &
Marine Union-EUCC is in progress. This workshop will celebrate the next year. This
organisation is a stakeholder and network association with members in 40 countries. It
was founded in 1989 with the aim of promoting a European approach to coastal
conservation by bridging the gap between scientists, environmentalists, site managers,
planners and policy makers. Since then it has grown into the largest network of coastal
and marine practitioners and experts in Europe and neighbouring areas.
Time schedule and deliverables: Regarding the initial timetable of the project, this
action will achieve the objectives and expected results although more efforts are
necessary.
5.1.21. Action F.5. Post- LIFE conservation plan
Action status: not initiated.
5.2 Envisaged progress until next report
The Planned Progress Actions of LIFE+ ARCOS for the period June 2015 to August 2016
is represented in the graph with the timetable included in this section (See Figure 7). In
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addition, the foreseen progress for the next period (before Final Report) is detailed
following the detailed programme previously developed in the chapter 5 of this report. On
the whole, most of the actions are scheduled in accordance with the project Gantt.
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Figure 7. Arcos Gantt

5.3 Impact:
Nature & Biodiversity: Main important impacts over the targeted species included in the
project are:
• Conservation of seeds of the species protected by Regional legislation included
in all sites A1, A2, A3, C1, C2, V1, V2, G1 and G2: Glaucium flavum,
Otanthus maritimus (=Achillea maritima), Medicago marina, Chamaesyce
peplis, Linaria supina ssp. maritima, Galium arenarium, Honckenya
peploides, Alyssum loisseleuri, Reichardia gaditana, Pancratium maritimum,
Crucianella maritima).
• Elimination of alien invasive plant species from habitats 2110, 2120, 2130*
and 91E0* (the last only in site A2).
• Direct protection of at least 4 ha of dune habitats 2120 and 2130 in sites G2,
V1 and C1, C2 and C3 by the installation of protection fences.
Indirect impacts: Among others, the regional authorities in the Principality of Asturias
contacted the ARCOS team to organize and promote actions of elimination of invasive
plant species in dune systems not included in the ARCOS targeted sites.
5.4 . Outside LIFE:
In this point, it should be mentioned the activities developed in action C.1 in relation to
the elimination of pines in Barayo. ENCE, the main European producers of eucalyptus
pulp, would participate, at no cost for the project, removing the pines not eliminated with
the project’s funds.

6. Financial part
6.1 Costs incurred
According to Table 2, at that date 30st June (reporting date), LIFE+ ARCOS has spent 35
% of total costs planned.
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Table 2. LIFE+ ARCOS cost incurred
Budget breakdown categories

Total cost in €

1. Personnel
2. Travel and subsistence
3. External assistance
4. Durable goods
Infrastructure
Equipment
Prototype
5. Land purchase / long-term
lease / one-off compesation
payments
6. Consumables
7. Other Costs
Subtotal
8. Overheads
TOTAL

864.687
36.991
300.615

Costs incurred from
start date to
30.06.2016 in €
326.611
12.879
77.245

11.340
27.320
1.240.953
86.863
1.327.816

6.075
10.479
433.289
30.330
463.619

% of total costs
38
35
26

54
38
35
35
35

Spending rate of cost categories lays between a minimum of 26% (external assistance) and a
maximum of 54% (consumables) for a project runtime of about 50%.
Taking into account Article 15.2 of the Common Provisions LIFE+ 2013, no substantial
changes have occurred so far compared to originally signed ARCOS budget and therefore
there is no need for a formal application to amend the grant agreement.
In general, LIFE+ ARCOS actions and objectives are accomplished according to schedule.
However, some variations are expected. Personnel costs could increase in relation to the
initial estimate due to the increase of the time unit rates for DFG-FGA personnel. This is due
to mistake in calculating the social charges in the initial proposal.
Regarding travel and subsistence category, extra travels, not anticipated in originally signed
ARCOS budget, in relation with the implementation of Action C and E will be necessary in
order to accomplish the technical objectives. In any case, these variations will be compensated
among the different actions and within same cost category, for example, with respect to E.3,
beneficiaries had to attend to a volunteer day NATURA 2000, unforeseen in the initial
proposal.
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Table 3. LIFE + ARCOS cost by action
Action number and name

Foreseen costs

Spend so far

Remaining

Project final
cost

A.1. Preparatory actions for locating and collecting dune species
germplasm in selected SCIs of Natura 2000 network

38.554

36.029

2.525

36.029

A.2. Definition and development of culture protocols of relevant plants
for dune ecosystem restoration in the Atlantic Biogeographic Region

56.130

56.820

-690

56.820

A.3. Draw up a historic and present diagnosis on the dynamics of the
selected dune systems in order to best guide the proposed restoration
actions

59.837

56.731

3.106

56.731

A.4. Definition of Action Plans for the conservation and restoration of
selected Natura 2000 sites

25.281

25.975

-694

25.975

C.1. Reduction of Pinus presence on dune habitats in order to dismiss
the negative effect of tree plantations on dune natural dynamics

37.759

24.934

12.825

24.934

C.2. Elimination of exotic invasive plant species

108.272

18.130

90.142

18.130

C.3. Restoration of dune dynamics by the installation of sand fences

172.596

60.721

111.875

60.721

C.4. Protection measures for delimitation of dune areas under
restoration

149.796

56.629

93.167

56.629

C.5. Population reinforcement of structural plant species

186.641

4.922

181.719

4.922

C.6. Population reinforcement / reintroduction of rare, threatened and
protected species of dune habitats

65.240

46

65.194

46

D.1. Use of the available quality indexes to describe the current impact
of the performed actions

45.923

45.923

0

D.2. Monitoring the impact of the project on habitats, species and socioeconomic environment

64.754

64.754

0

E.1. Development of Communication Plan

27.090

9.963

17.127

9.963

E.2. Information Activities to the general public and stakeholders

23.138

14.974

8.164

14.974

E.3. Organisation and celebration of courses and meetings on dune
restoration techniques

18.091

3.829

14.262

3.829

E.4. Life+ ARCOS public awareness and dissemination of project
results

12.067

2.025

10.042

2.025

F.1. Administrative management and definition of the action plan

62.610

42.199

20.411

42.199

F.2. Technical Project Management and monitoring

62.084

17.421

44.663

17.421

F.3. Quality control of the project progress

5.175

947

4.228

947

F.4. Net-working and knowledge exchange

9.362

995

8.367

995

10.553
1.240.953
86.863
1.327.816

0
433.289
30.330
463.619

10553
807.664
56.536
864.201

0
433.289
30.330
463.619

F.5. Post-LIFE conservation plan
SUBTOTAL
Overheads
TOTAL

By reporting date, 3 actions finished and several actions have not yet started such as actions
D. Looking at individual action categories, all actions are basically in line with the original
predictions.

7. Annexes
7.1. Complementary information
Annex 7.1.1: Summarized table of 2014-2015 seed campaign collection and
germination tests.
Annex 7.1.2: Power point presentation of project’s progress (summary of actions
presented in the midterm meeting).
Annex 7.1.3: Quality control of the project progress-F3
Annex 7.1.4: Content of information Boards
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Annex 7.1.5: Detailed LIFE+ARCOS organigramme (with reference to people in
charge within every beneficiary associated)
Annex 7.1.6: Dissemination actions (summary)
Annex 7.1.7. Administrative situation of ECORAL
7.2. Deliverables (see table 1 for numbering)
Deliverable #1 2014-2015 Germplasm collection report
Annex 7.2.1: Language: Spanish. Title: “Informe de recolectas de germoplasma 20142015”.
Deliverable #2 Culture protocols for endangered and threatened plant species of
Atlantic coastal dunes
Annex 7.2.2: Language: Spanish. Title: “Informe de protocolos de cultivo de plantas
dunares”.
Deliverable #3 Characterization of dune dynamics in selected SCIs of the Cantabrian
Coast
Annex 7.2.3: Language: Spanish. Title: “Estudio evolutivo y diagnóstico actual.
Dinámica de los sistemas dunares y propuestas de restauración”.
Annex 7.2.3.1: Deliverable #3 partial (see table 1). Language: Spanish. Title: “Acción
A3. Resultado 1: Estudio evolutivo y caracterización geomorfológica de los sistemas
dunares”.
Annex 7.2.3.2: Deliverable #3 partial (see table 1). Language: Spanish. Title: “Acción
A3. Resultado 2: Diagnóstico actual y caracterización geomorfológica de los sistemas
dunares (Costa Cantábrica)”.
Annex 7.2.3.3: Deliverable #3 partial (see table 1). Language: Spanish. Title: Acción
A3. Resultado 3: Monitorización del movimiento de arena en la duna embrionaria
(Costa Cantábrica)”.
Annex 7.2.3.4: Language: Spanish. Title: Acción A3. Resultado 4: Recomendaciones
para la restauración de los sistemas dunares (Costa Cantabrica)”.
Deliverable #4 Technical restoration project for sites A1-Barayo, A2-Verdicio and A3Playa de Vega
Annex 7.2.4: Language: Spanish. Title: “Plan de acción para la restauración de A2Verdicio”.
Annex 7.2.5: Language: Spanish. Title: “Plan de acción para la restauración de A3Playa de Vega”.
Deliverable #5 Technical restoration project for sites C1-Liencres, C2-Somo and C3Berria-Helgueras
Annex 7.2.6: Language: Spanish. Title: “Plan de acción para la restauración de C1Liencres”.
Annex 7.2.7: Language: Spanish. Title: “Plan de acción para la restauración de C3Berria-Helgueras”.
Deliverable #6 Technical restoration project for sites V1-Arena, V-2 Laida, G1-
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Santiago and G2-Zarautz
Annex 7.2.8: Language: Spanish. Title: “Plan de acción para la restauración de G2Zarautz”.
7.3. Dissemination materials
• T-shirt of LIFE+ARCOS
• Leaflet of LIFE+ARCOS
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